Cameron Van Orman
Web Application Developer
I'm an experienced web and application developer located in Seattle, WA with recent experience
working at companies like Google, Amazon, and Concur. My passion for gaming led me to start a
company called Blue Beetle Technology that supports the gaming community through game hosting
and web development. I am deeply passionate about my work and I'm always looking to sharpen my
skills to stay on the cutting edge of web development, cyber security, and internet gaming.

Experience
efelle creative
Application Developer (2016 - Present)
As part of a three person development team, my focus is on supporting and maintaining active
legacy applications as well as contributing to the designing, planning, and development of the
company’s new platform, FusionCMS, through weekly development sprints. Additionally, I am
responsible for creating, maintaining, and monitoring company and client servers.
Notable contributions include:
→ Upgrading the legacy platform’s password hashing procedure to be secure and inline with
NIST standards. PBKDF2 with a generated Salt value was implemented to ensure backwards
compatibility with the legacy codebase.
→ Developed an application, Atlas, that tracks all of the company’s servers, backups, and cost in
our primary cloud provider.
→ Developed import processes for transferring content between content management
platforms, such as WordPress, and the company’s new platform, FusionCMS v5.
→ Developed UI components such as sorting and nesting functionality in FusionCMS v5. This
allows clients to customize parent/child relationships as well as allow for sorting pages, blog
posts, categories, menu entries, and users.
→ Managed fleet of 270 Virtual Machines, Firewall Rules, Reverse Proxies, as well as handle all
support and incident response related to application and client infrastructure. Delivered a
99.98% SLA across all web services.
Front-end Developer (2015 - 2016)
Worked within a tightly knit team of front-end web developers, designers, and account managers at a
large digital agency. While working on client projects, I contributed to the development of internal
frameworks. Developed and documented common boilerplate code for junior members of our
development team to use during projects. Additionally, I configured deployments to client hosting
environments, as well as wrote documentation for git best practices and code reviews.
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Freelance
Web Developer (2014 - 2015)
After working at a small fast-paced agency, I began to freelance by offering technical services to
small businesses on a budget. Client work ranged from building static HTML pages for a Baton Rouge,
LA based lawn care company, to a full website for a Spokane, WA based hardwood flooring company.

V2Works
Web Producer (2014)
Worked with designers and agency executives to plan and develop custom applications for clients. As
the agency's primary developer, I worked to develop custom product kiosks for trade-shows, make
updates and fixes to existing client websites, build templates for WordPress, and build HTML
marketing emails for client's weekly newsletters.

Concur
Web Developer (2013 - 2014)
Working with the Global Marketing team to build new websites for Concur's international websites. As
part of a small team of 6 developers, we utilized Drupal to build custom fields and interactive
functionality into various page types and templates. These templates were then used by the
production teams to create new pages and input content.

Amazon
Customer Connection Digital Specialist (2012 - 2013)
Worked with customers over the phone to solve technical problems. Issues that were reported within
Amazon's Kindle devices, Instant Video service, or the Appstore for Android were resolved through
troubleshooting or escalating to the appropriate development team.

Randstad at Google
Visual Data Specialist ( 2010 - 2012)
As a contractor within a large project at Google, I worked with geographic data to improve navigation
and mapping data for end-users. My role was to audit edits made to Google Maps by users and other
contractors as well as assist in training new team members to interact with and guide community
mappers.
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Skills
Operating Systems
Windows, Linux (Ubuntu / CentOS), Mac OSX
Platforms
WordPress, Contentful, BigCommerce
Languages
PHP, Javascript, CSS, HTML
Databases
MySQL 5+, MariaDB
Frameworks
Bootstrap, Tailwind, Foundation, Laravel, jQuery, Vue, Blade, Twig, Handlebars, SCSS
Tools
Webpack, Gulp, Git, NPM, Yarn

Projects
Name

Platform/Frameworks

Development Role

Launched

Buell Realtime

FusionCMS

Front-end

July 7, 2016

Drew Eckl & Farnham

FusionCMS

Front-end

Oct 01, 2016

Broderick Group

FusionCMS

Front-end

Nov 10, 2016

Venture General Contracting FusionCMS

Back-end, Front-end

Apr 9, 2017

Young Survival Coalition

FusionCMS

Back-end, Front-end

Feb 01, 2017

efelle creative

FusionCMS

Back-end, Front-end

Oct 01, 2017

SODO Apparel

FusionCMS, BigCommerce

Full-Stack

Nov 28, 2017

Personal Website

Contentful, Jigsaw

Full-Stack

May 19, 2019

Blue Beetle Technology

WordPress, Bedrock, Sage

Full-Stack

July 1, 2019

Quality Hardwood Floors

WordPress, Bedrock, Sage

Full-Stack

March 2020
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